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ON THE EXTREMAL PROBLEMS IN THE PLANE

S. Cho f, and S.G. Choi *

1. Introduction.

In general, extremal problems are problems in which it is required 
to find the precise upper or lower limit of a functional defined with 
respect to a given class of functions

The Riemann Mapping Theorem [1,4,5], in its most common form, 
asserts that any two simply connected proper subdomains of the plane 
are conformally equivalent. More precisely, the Riemann Mapping The
orem says that for any simply connected domain Q and a C Q, there 
exists a conformal mapping of Q onto the unit disc △ such that 
4>(a) = 0, ©'(a) > 0. This Riemann Mapping Function is the unique 
s이ution to an extremal problem with respect to the family of holomor
phic mappings on Q.

In the present work, we study some extremal problems in the plane. 
In section. 2, we will introduce some necessary ingredients to prove the 
extremal problems in section 3 and 4. Section 3 is devoted to prove 
a higher order extremal problem on simply connected domains in the 
plane. In section 4, we investigate an extremal problem in multiply 
connected domains.

2. Preliminaries.

In this section, we introduce some theorems needed in section 3 and 
4. The following lemma can be proved using the Maximum modulus 
theorem.

LEMMA 2.1. Let 同 < 1. The map M de&ned by 如頂、)=(z — 
a)/(l — az) is a holomorphic automorphism of unit disc △ and = 
(「■同2)/(1 一瑟)2.

This mapcan be powerfully used, hi variations of Schwarz lemma, 
to solve various extremal problems for holomorphic mappings.
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Let H(Q) be the class of all holomorphic mappings in Q・ Suppose 
N C H(Q). We call N a normal family if every sequence of members 
of N contains a subsequence whidi converges uniformly on compact 
subsets of Q.

THEOREM 2.2. Suppose N C H(Q) and N is uniformly bounded 
on each compact subset of the region Q. Then J\[ is normal family.

Proof, . See [1, pp. 282].

Theorem 2.3. Suppose fn E H(Q), for n = 1,2,3 ••- , and fn ——> 
f uniformly on compact subsets of Q. Then f C and 球 ——> fr
uniformly on compact subsets of Q.

Proof. See [2, pp. 214].

If we apply Theorem 2.3 sucessively, we get the following corollary.

COROLLARY 2.4. Under the same hypothesis, f?" ——> /아:) uni
formly, as n ——► oo , on every compact sets of Q, and for every positive 
integer k.

Hurwitz's theorem. If the mappings are holomorphic and 
never zero in a region Q； and if /n(z) converges to /(z)3 unifomly on 
every compact subset of Q, then /(z) is either identically zero or never 
equal to zero in Q.

Note that dz /\dz — —2i dx A dy. So we have the following complex 
version of Green's formula.

GREEN’S formula. Suppose that f(z、)and g(z) are holomorphic 
function in a domain Q and on its piecewise smooth boundary C. Then

JL f(z)gKz) dxdy = £ /： jf(z)g(z)dz.

3・ Extremal problems on simply connected domains..

In this section, we will study the extremal problem of higher or
der on simply connected domains. In [2,3], Chung considered 2nd 
order version of extremal problems on bounded n-connected domains 
in the plane. He got some relations between the Ahlfbrs mappings 
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and all holomorphic mappings on the multiply connected domains in 
the plane. First, we show that the Riemann Mapping Function is the 
unique solution to some of the extremal problem.

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose Q, is a simply connected domain and a E Q 
is given. Let :F be the class of all holomorphic mappings /z of Q (尹(나 ) 

into the unit disc △・ Then the Riemann Mapping Function associated 
to a point a, £ Q is the unique solution to the extrema/ problem :

f 尸(a) = sup{|&'(a)| : h E JF}.

Proof . Let M = sup{|7/(a)| : h G T7}. Then there exists a se
quence (/in} in. T such that 卩亀(0)| ——> M. Since |7i(z)| < 1 for all 
h C F and z £ Q, Theorem 2.2 shows that 戶 is a normal family. 
Thus we can extract a subsequence ( again denoted by {hn} for sim
plicity )which converges, uniformly on compact subsets of Q, to a 
limit g € H(Q). By Theorem 2.3, converges to g\ uniformly on 
compact subsets of Q, and hence = M. We may assume that 
g，(a) = M because we can multiply e18 if it is necessary. Let us now 
show that g C F. Since :F contains the Riemann mapping Function 
J, g'(a) > /z(a) > 0 and hence g is not a constant function. Since 
如(Q) C A, for i = 1.2.3. - • •, we have g(Q) G A. But by Open map
ping theorem, g(Q) is an open set and hence g(Q) C △・ Next let us 
show that g(a) = 0. Suppose, on the contrary, that g(a) = c (/ 0). Set 
如 =(z — c)/(l — cz) and consider the sequence of mappings {包 ° hn} 
on Q, Then

lim(0c o hn),(a) = lim 我(如(a))/*(a)=花(g(a))g，(a) noo noo
1 - |c|2 ，/、 M M

=--------------招(a) = i二卸 > M-

Since (^coAn) G T7 for all n, (3.1) shows that sup{|"(a)| : h E > Af, 
which is a contradiction. Consequently g C ：F ,g'(a) = sup{仇'(a)| : 
h E and g(a) = 0. Now let f be the Riemann Mapping Function 
corresponding a point a € Q. To show / = claim that / is a 
solution of the extremal problem. Let h E :F. If h(a) / 0, we consider 
W = ^>h(a)Qhof~l : △ ―> △, where 枷(a)(z) = (z-7i(a))/(l- h(a)z). 
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Then © is holomorphic in △ and 叫(0) = 0. By Schwarz lemma, we 
have |#(0)| "으 1. But

明(。)1 = I縮)("))牧a)戸扁』

1,1 ' • 
=1 一 |/0)|2"'S)用-1 '

and hence 卩/(" < |广(".This shows that /z(a) = sup(|7iz(a)| : 
h £ 戶}. Since g is the solution to the extremal problem, /z(a) = gf(a). 
It remains to show that g is identically equal to f in Q. Consider 
the composite mapping 甲 = g o f~l : △ ——» A. Then <p(0) = 0 and 
夕'(0) =(9。厂')’(。)=g'(Q)/尸(Q)— L By Schwarz lemma, we have 
夕(z) = et0z. If z = /(w), then g(w) = g(J~i(z)) = <p(z) = e^/(w) 
and hence g'(a) = > 0, so that 0 = 0. Therefore g 三 f in Q.

Now we consider the higher order version of the extremal problems. 
First, we prove the following lemma.

LEMMA 3.2. Let k > 1 be an integer and let Hk be the class of 
holomorphic mappings h of the unit disk △ into itself with h(Q) = 
7/(0)=…=方("T)(o)= o Then the mapping g(z) = zk is the 
unique solution of the extremal problem :

9 € Hk- g(幻(0) = sup{|"*)(0)|: h e Hk}.

Proof. Let M = sup{仇(幻(0)| : h € Hk}* Then there exist a se
quence {hn} in 玖 such that 仇F)(0)| ——> M. By the normal property 
of Hk (Theorem 2.2), we obtain a subsequence {hn} in Hk which con
verges, uniformly on compact subsets of △, to a holomorphic mapping 
g, and hence ——> I = 1,2, ••-，加 uniformly on compact sub
sets of △ by Corollary 2.4. Hence g애'(0) — M. Since An\o) = 0 for 
I = 0,1,2,• • • A: — 1, we have g(0) = g'(0) = ・•• = g샤一')(0) = 0. 
Consequently g € Hk is a solution to the extremal problem. We 
이aim that g(z) = zk. Let us prove this lemma by induction on k. 
If A: = 1, then g'(0) = 1 = sup{卩z'(0)| : h G Hi} by S산iwarz lemma. 
Suppose the lemma has been established for — 1 (A; > 1), and sup
pose that g € is an extremal mapping. Consider the mapping
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0(z) = g(z)/z on A. Then ©(z) is of the form zk~1p(z)J p € JT(A) 
and so </>(0) = #(0)=…=^(^-2)(0) = 0. Since g(0) = 0 and 
|g(z)| M 1, we have 泌(z)| < 1 by Schwarz lemma. Hence it follows 
that <b C Jfjt-i- To show that = sup{|脾，~")(0)| : h €
Hk~i}y we let h £ Hk-i and consider a mapping *0(z) = zh^z). Then

C * and 寸(0) = W'(0)=…== 0, so that 枫z) 
is in Hk- By the extremal property of g,砂幻(0)| < |g(*)(0)|. Note 
that g'(z)=人渺(z) + zkp,(z). Thus g%z)=钥+ zg(z) for 
some q E 丑(△), and so ©새—D(0) = g새"(0)/&. Similarly, we have 
©(幻(z) = *_*(£)+ zhk(z). Hence it follows that

时7)(0)| = "H)< 冬9)=砂 T)(0).
K K

By our induction hypothesis, we obtain

©(2)= g(z)/z =/T, or g{z) = zk,

which complete the proof of the lemma.

Using Lemma 3.2 we can prove the following generalized version of 
higher order extremal problems.

THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that Q is a simply connected domain and 
a E Q is given. Let k > 1 be an integer and let 戶 be the class of 
holomorphic mappings h of Q into the unit disc △ with h(a) = h^a)= 
… = 7?샤= 0. Then the power g = J* of the Riemann Mapping 
Function f associated to a point a E Cl is the unique solution of the 
extremal problem:

g C〔F; g아。(a、) = sup{仇仕)(" : h C T7).

Proof. . Using the fact that :F is normal, we can show that there 
exists an extremal mapping for the family 几 as we did in the beginning 
of the proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that g € 戶 is a solution to 
the extremal problem. Let © be a holomorphic mapping of unit disc 
A into itself with ©(0) = #(0) 二 … = ©아n)(0) = 0. Consider 
the composite mapping h = <p o f of Q into △, Then, h e ：F« since
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h{a) = "(0) = .・. = b(*T)(a)= o. By 난le extremal property of 
g, W(a)| < |g애"(Q)|. Consider the composite mapping p = g o /-1 
which is a holomorphic mapping of the unit disc △ into itself. Then, 
since(/> — ho J-1 and 挪)(0) = 0 for Z = 1,2, ••- , — 1, we have

I 舟)(0)1 =
(/'(a))*

9（幻（a） 
（r（«））fc

=I 舛)(0)l.

Hence p is the unique solution to the extremal problem with respect 
to the the family Ha By Lemma 3.2, we obtain

©(z) = zk

Therefore g(z)=(顶(2))气 The proof of theorem is completed.

4・ An extremal problem on multiply connected domains.

In this section, we consider an extremal problem for multiply con
nected domains in the plane.

DEFINITION 4.1. A domain Q is said to have the finite connectiv
ity n if the complement of Q has exactly n components and infinite 
connectivity if the complement has infinitely many components

DEFINITION 4.2. A real or complex function of a real variable 
t, defined on an interval a < t < b, is said to be real analytic (or 
analytic in the real sense) if for every to in the interval, the Taylor 
development <?(Z) = <^(to) + R仇)(t —扁)+ 如"(*0)(£ — ^o)2 + ' • ,, 
converges in some interval (Z° — p, 切 + p\ p > 0.

THEOREM 소3. An arbitary domain Q of connectivity n is holo
morphically equivalent to a domain Q which is bounded by n analytic 
closed curves.

Proof.・ We assume, in order to exclude trival cases, that each of 
the n boundary components C\ C，…,Cn consists of more than one 
boundary point. We denote by A the domain bounded by Ci which 
is obtained from Q by filling in the holes bounded by C財 C3广…,Cn. 
(if Q is finite and C\ is not outer boundary of one of 나lese holes 
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will contain the point at infinity). By Riemann Mapping Theorem, A 
may be mapped conformally onto the interior of the unit circle. By 
this mapping, Q is transformed into a domain Qi which is bounded by 
the unit cir시e and by n — 1 continua, say C2LC3L … which are 
the conformal images of (7臨 C3)•…,Cn. Next, denote by B the simply 
connected domain with respect to the extended plane, bounded by 
which is obtained by filling in all the other holes of (由(including the 
exteri。호 of the unit circle). This domain may again be mapped onto 
the interior of the unit cir신e, and this mapping will transform Qi into 
a domain Q2 which is bounded by the unit circle and by n — 1 other 
continua. One of these continua is the conformal image of the unit cir- 
시e as yielded by an holomophic function which is regular at all points 
of the unit ciw시© (this circle is in the interior of B). Hence, this con
tinuum is a closed analytic curve. Two of the boundary components 
of Q2? namely, this curve and the unit circle, are therefore closed a효a- 
lytic curves. Continuing in this fashion, we arrive after another n — 2 
auxiliary mappings at a conformal map of Q which is bounded by n 
closed analytic curves.

COROLLARY 4.4. Let Q, be a n-connected domain in the plane. 
Then for each a £ Q, there is a biholomorphism : Q ——* Q, such 
that ©'(a) > 0, where Q is bounded by n closed analytic curves.

proof. . From Theorem 4.3, there exists a biholomorphism) 页: 
Q —> Qi, where Qi is a domain having n analytic boundaries. Since 
W(a) + 0, there is a such that e诟W(q) > 0. Set $a = e话鱼.Then 
吧(a) = e招W(a) > 0, and Q =爲(Q) has n analytic boundaries.

LEMMA 4.5. Let p = ,(z) and q = g(z) be two holomorphic func
tions which have the following properties: p and q are single-valued in a 
multiply connected domain Q which is bounded by n analytic curves C; 
p and q are holomorphic in Q and on its boundary C with the possible 
exception of a finite number of poles in Q, while p — q is holomorphic 
in Q and on C・ Then

Jj |pz 一 q^dxdy = Re (P 一加血+ £ Z技血一冒PP，dz
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Proof. Since p — q is holomorphic and single-valued in Q, it follows 
from Green's formula that

jj 一 흐

[(戸一 q)(p' — q')dz
Jc

—q*}dxdy
I

21-1

The last line integral can 
have

序-力p‘必+£• Z技& _ £ L词dz'

(4J)
be transformed by integration by parts. We
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where \pq\c denotes the integrated part. Notice that the integrated 
part vanishes. Indeed, integration is carried out, in turn, over the 
closed curves C、C膈 C3广…,Cn. Since p and q are single-valued in f2, 
the expression pq returns to its initial value if z describes any of these 
closed curves. Hence,

2? 侦加=_& ［严监Lmfg

Inserting this relation in (4.1), we obtain the identity.

We now ready to solve the following extremal problem for the mul
tiply connected domains in the plane.

THEOREM 4.6. Let Q denote a bounded n-connected domain in 
the plane and let :F denote the class of all one-to-one holomorphic 
mappings from Q into the unit disc △. Given a point a G Q, suppose 
that f is a function in :F such that f (a) = 0, 尸(a) is real and positive, 
and f((2) is equal to the unit disc minus n — 1 disjoint circular slits. 
Then the function f is the unique solution to the extremal problem:

f C F; f (a) = sup{|甘(a)| : h 6
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Proof. By the normal property of :F and Theorem 2.3, we obtain 
a sequence {hn} in :F which hn ——> g £ /T(Q), and hence h!n —> g\ 
uniformly on compact subsets of Q and g'(a) = sup{仇'(a)| h E X}・ 
Since :F contains /, g'(a) > J"(a) > 0. Let us now show that g e F. 
Fix z\ G Let p"(z) = hn(z)—如(药)and p = g(z) — gO Then 
pn(z) is never zero on Q — {勺} and pn converges to p, nniformly on 
compact subsets of Q. Since g is nonconstant, p is not identically to 
zero. By Hurwitz's theorem, p is never zero on H — {zi}. That is, if 
彼 £ Q — {zi}> then g{z\) 丰，(卖).Hence g is one to one. Moreover 
we have g(a) = 0 by using the exactly same method as the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. Before taking concrete shape to our proof, we intend to 
replace a given domain Q by a domain Q which is bounded by n closed 
analytic curves. Let us show that it is possible. First, we assume that 
the following statement (*) is true.

(*) Let Q be a bounded n-connected domain in plane with analytic 
closed boundaries and let :F be the class of all one-to-one holomorphic 
mappings from Q into the unit discZ\・ Given a point a G Q, suppose 
that f is a function in 亍 such that f(a) = 0? / (a) is real and positive, 
and /(Q) is equal to the unit disc minus n — 1 disjoint circular slits. 
Then f (a) = sup{|h (a)| : h £

Let ①:Q ——> Q be a biholomorphism such that $(a) = a and $z(a) > 
0, as in corollary 4.4, where Q has analytic boundaries. Also set :F = 

，〜，，、，
{h o《厂' :h E ■戶}. Then it can be easily shown that :F、f = f。《厂\ 
and C satisfy all the conditions in the statement (*). Hence it follows 
that

矿(a) = f ($(a))$z(a) = W(a)sup{仇(a)| :方 £ 戶}

=$z(a) sup(|7i/(a)($/(a))~11 : h € 刁=sup{仇'(a)| : h G 戸}.

Thus we may replace the given Q. by the domain with analytic bound
aries. We claim that g'(Q)< j"(a). First, we consider the function 
f which yields the circular slit mapping, and the extremal mapping 
g which we have already obtained in the opening part of the proof. 
The function log f and log g are not holomorphic in Q, since they have 
logarithmic poles at z = a. Although not single-valued in Q, these 
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functions have no periods about the boundary components Ck of the 
domain Q, that is,"九 d卩og J] = J云 d[log g\ = 0. Indeed,

[Slog/] = / ^[log\f\] + i I ^[arg/].
Jck Jck Jck

Since log |/j is single-valued in Q, the first integral on the right-hand 
side is zero, the second integral vanishes since the conformal image 
of Ck dose not surround the o호ign, and therefore arg / returns to its 
initial value. The result for logg follows in the same way. The function 
log(^) is holomorphic and single-valued in Q・ Indeed, the singularities 
of log / and logg cancel each other, and log(^) is free of period about 
the boundary components, since the same is true of log /, logg. By 
Lemma 4.5 we obtain

/L 2 fi
dxdy = Re - I log

/ g

ogfy-dz

. (4.2)

Since / maps the boundary components Ck onto circular slits, we have 
log \ f\ = J?e[log /] = constant if z is on C农 Hence d[log /] is pure 
imaginary, that is,

d-er = real^ z E C or dz = \ ^~dz . (4.3)
W tf I J -

In view of (4.3), the first and third line integrals on the right-hand side 
of (4.2) take 나le forms 

~^Z1OS/7d2 = ~M噸얭/)2] 5 (4.5)

and
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respectively. The integral (4.5) vanishes since log/ has no periods 
about the Ck- The value of (4.4) is, by the residue theorem and by the 
L^ospitaPs theorem, 

2ivRe
丑으
7(«).

The integral
宀 f Wg-dz
22 Jc 9

(4-6)

= E쁘

can be expressed as a negative area. Indeed, since the mapping logg 
transforms the Ck into n simple closed curves G人 the integral (4.6) 
is equal to the negative value of the combined area A enclosed by the 
Ck - Collecting our results, we thus find that

A + IL\j-^\ 血鼎.

The left-hand side is obviously positive unless g is identically with /. It 
hence follows that 矿(a) < f'(a). But clearly, f'(a) < gf(a). Therefore 
F(a) = g'(a) = sup(|7z/(a)| : h E ■戶｝. The proof of Theorem 4.3 is 
completed.
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